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In the Spotlight

A conversation with UU and UCU lecturer René 
Brouwer about the Stoics resulted in more information 
and inspiration than could fit the In the Spotlight page. 
René was faced with the same problem himself, and 
decided to note all of his thoughts down in his new book: 
The Stoic Sage: The Early Stoics on Wisdom, Sagehood 
and Socrates.

How did you end up writing about the early Stoics?
“After an MPhil in Utrecht and an LLM in Law in 
Amsterdam, I ended up  in Cambridge. My dissertation 
focused on the interpretation of wisdom in the Stoa. 
My main interest concerned the central question that 
if philosophy signifies the pursuit of wisdom, what a 
possible interpretation of that wisdom could be. Also, 
if we can indeed speak of a pursuit of wisdom, what 
would happen when we find the actual answer. The 
questions were brought to prominence by Socrates, as 

from Socrates in the final days of his life in prison, about 
to drink the hemlock.

So after finding out about wisdom and the ultimate 
answer, you returned to Utrecht and started your 
teaching career at UCU?
“I started teaching at UCU and the Law Faculty roughly 
at the same time, about twelve years ago. At UCU, I 
was asked to teach a 300-course, which allowed me to 
link to the Stoa. Typical for the Stoics is that living in 
accordance with nature also means living in concordance 
with the law of nature, or the law, as they call it. This can 
be regarded as the start of the natural law tradition. The 
many subsequent interpretations of law in this tradition 
incited me to observe how these interpretations can be 
related to law as it actually developed in the Western 
world. It has proven a lot of fun to show students that you 
can or sometimes even must understand law differently in 
different jurisdictions. The English interpretation of legal 
rules concerns in the first place judges finding justice in 
the case at hand, whilst on the European continent law 
is above all understood as the product of a legislator, 
who provides society with a systematic set of general 
rules.

What is it like to teach those courses at UCU?
“What I especially like about UCU, since I teach about 
various traditions, is that I have students in class from 
all kinds of backgrounds. The fact that we work with 
a limited number of people remains a plus as well. At 
the Faculty of Law, most education is geared towards 
studying one legal system. Even though it would 
be fantastic to incorporate a more multidisciplinary 
approach in the early course content there as well, it is 
normally added to the curriculum in a later phase. This 
means, since I mainly teach students in their senior year, 
that some of them have been trained so successfully that 
it is hard for them to let go of the Dutch framework. It 
is therefore fantastic to work at UCU with students who 
are open to different lines of approach to begin with.
 “What I think UCU could benefit from? I would 
like to be able to speak to colleagues from different 
fields of study at the workplace. Although we do meet 
at socials, it would be very interesting to learn more from 
each other’s specialty by way of a more institutionalized 
exchange.
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described by, for example, 
Xenophon and Plato, the 
classic authors, and picked 
up by the Stoics. They 
focused on the ultimate 
goal: what does it mean 
to be wise? A traditional 
interpretation is that you 
are unmoved, or stoic, 
literally that you do not 
care too much. However, 
a more comprehensive 
notion is that it means 
that your disposition has become perfectly rational, 
such that you actively participate in the rational force 
that according to the Stoics orders the world, and hence 
become invulnerable.
 “For me, one question remained: if wisdom 
means active participation, what would it mean to 
become wise? Various answers have been suggested. 
Plato, for example, introducing his answer in terms of 
three waves or of a tsunami, as we would say nowadays, 
by which we would be washed over, speaks of becoming 
wise as a great illumination. That answer did not impress 
me very much. The Stoics offer a completely different 
answer, for which they may have taken their inspiration 



cool activities, music and dramatic interludes. Some 
highlights: the musical team performing Chicago and a 
slack line performance. Also on campus: a mechanical 
bull and a bouncy castle, much to the enjoyment of the 
neighborhood kids.

Wifi on Campus 
As a result of the General Survey, the UCU Management 
Team decided to have the Utrecht University ICT 
department upgrade wifi speed on campus in March.  
Campus wifi is now as fast as a flying bullet!

Students & Alumni

Roel Maalderink
UCU student Roel Maalderink combines the busy 
schedule of his double degree program (Law) with 
hosting tv program PowLitie, broadcast by Powned.
Why did you start working for Powned?
I have worked for various tv programs since high school. 

Campus life

Spring Festival and InterUC Tournament
by Marijn Maas
On April 12, UCU hosted the fourth  InterUC  
Tournament. For the fourth consecutive year, UCU 
brought the trophy home in a decisive victory. UCU 
proved to be the masters of chess, women’s football, 
improv, the relay race, table tennis, indoor hockey, 
holleyball and, of course, beer chugging. 
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During my three years 
at UCU I mainly focused 
on my life and studies 
on campus, yet when 
I was asked to work 
for  PowLitie, I was 
immediately up for it. 
I am given the chance 
to  help research and 
produce the program, 
and gain a lot of 

experience that way.
What have you learned at UCU that has proven to 
be benificial in presenting PowLitie?
I could not have made the program without my studies 
at UCU. Especially the fact that on campus you meet 
with people from all over the world has helped me to 
put things in perspective whilst filming in the U.S. To 
a Dutch audience it seems unimaginable that an arms 
manufacturer compares Obama to Mugabe. I know now 
that some things may seem crazy, but that everyone has  
a reason to see the world in a different way. 
PowLitie airs every Monday night at 10.45 p.m. on tv 
channel Nederland 3.

Maja Bulatovic
UCU alumna Maja Bulatovic (2004) received her Ph.D. 
on April 1. In her research, Maja focused on juvenile 
idiopathic arthritis (JIA) and methotrexate treatment in 
JIA. Congratulations on behalf of UCU!

Agenda

College Council Elections
With the exception of the members of the Management 
Team, all UCU employees have had the opportunity to put 
their name forward for the upcoming College Council 
elections. Staff and faculty members of the College 
Council are elected for a two-year period. A Question 
& Answer session will be held Tuesday 13 May at 3.30 
p.m. in Locke A. The actual elections will be held in the 
week of 19-23 May.

Guest Course Frans de Waal
In the week of 19-23 May, primatologist and ethologist 
Frans de Waal will lecture at University College Utrecht. 
The lecture series, named “On the Origins of Morality”, 
will offer UCU students the chance to familiarize 
themselves with the work of De Waal in the fields of 
Evolution, Animal Biology, Psychology and Cognitive 
Science.

Teaching & Learning Day
The UCU curriculum is going through some fundamental 
changes. The synergy between skills courses and content 
courses will be debated and clarified during different 
sessions at the Teaching & Learning Day on May 27. 
Key note speaker Henk Schmidt will give an interactive 
lecture on Learning in Context and Retention. 

Commencement Ceremonies
The Commencement Ceremony of the class of 2014 will 
be held on Thursday 5 June at the Stadsschouwburg 
Theater (Luscasbolwerk 24) in Utrecht.

On April 13,  UCSA 
celebrated its 15 years 
of existence at  the 
Spring Festival. The 
day was filled with 


